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Abstrat
We present a theoretial algorithm whih, given any nite presen-
tation of a group as input, will terminate with answer yes if and only
if the group is large. We then implement a pratial version of this
algorithm using Magma and apply it to a range of presentations. Our
main fous is on 2-generator 1-relator presentations where we have a
omplete piture of largeness if the relator has exponent sum zero in
one generator and word length at most 12, as well as when the relator
is in the ommutator subgroup and has word length at most 18. Indeed
all but a tiny number of presentations dene large groups. Finally we
look at fundamental groups of losed hyperboli 3-manifolds, where
the algorithm readily determines that a quarter of the groups in the
Snappea losed ensus are large.
1 Introdution
A nitely presented group G is said to be large if there exists a nite index
subgroup possessing a surjetive homomorphism to a non abelian free group
(without loss of generality we an assume this is the free group F2 of rank
2). This notion is used more widely for nitely generated groups, but in
this paper all groups onsidered will be nitely presented. In any ase it
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is a strong property whih implies a whole host of onsequenes: the most
relevant one here is that G has innite virtual rst Betti number (meaning
thatG has nite index subgroups with arbitrarily large rst Betti number). It
is unknown if there is an algorithm whih takes as input a nite presentation
and tells us whether or not the group dened by that presentation is large.
The two standard methods used in establishing unsolvability are to show
that the property is Markov or is inompatible with free produts (see [19℄
Chapter IV Setion 4), but the property of being large is neither of these,
and nor is its negation. However there is a partial algorithm for largeness as
pointed out by I.Kapovih whih is guaranteed to terminate with the answer
yes if the input presentation gives rise to a large group but whih will not
terminate otherwise. In [16℄ it is noted that there is a partial algorithm that
will tell if a presentation has a free quotient of rank k (but whih will not
terminate otherwise). Therefore one an begin running this on a given nite
presentation for a group G. Although this might run for ever, even if G is
large, one immediately starts elsewhere a separate new proess to evaluate
the nite index subgroups of G, along with a presentation for eah subgroup,
and then further starts the free quotient algorithm many times in parallel on
eah nite index subgroup. But nobody would ever want to implement this:
the free quotient algorithm is desribed in [16℄ as being totally impratial
for long presentations, so we would be running an extremely slow proess a
vast number of times simultaneously.
In this paper we desribe an alternative partial algorithm for largeness
that one might atually want to implement. Furthermore we do this by
writing a program in Magma and we apply it to a onsiderable range of
presentations. It is based on [7℄ Theorem 2.1 whih says that if G is a nitely
presented group having a homomorphism χ onto Z suh that the Alexander
polynomial ∆G,χ relative to χ is zero, or zero modulo a prime p, then G is
large. This in turn is based on a result of Howie in [17℄. The Alexander
polynomial an be alulated reasonably eiently given a presentation for
G (the time onsuming part of the proess for long presentations being the
alulation of large determinants) so it would seem that one needs to go
through the nite index subgroups H and hek eah Alexander polynomial
in turn. This is essentially the idea, but the problem is that when β1(H) ≥ 2
we have innitely many homomorphisms from H onto Z. Therefore we need
to establish that we an determine by a nite proess whether or not there
exists one of these homomorphisms with zero Alexander polynomial. Indeed
it is not surprising that it will often be a nite index subgroup of G with
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rst Betti number at least two whih allows us to onlude largeness, so we
will want to be able to do this quikly. We desribe our algorithm in Setion
2 and then we go on to report our results when running it on a omputer.
Our rst appliation in Setion 3 is to deieny 1 groups, that is nitely
presented groups where the given presentation has one more generator than
relator. We have a partiular interest in the largeness of deieny 1 groups:
although they are not always large, unlike groups of deieny two or above,
we have results in [7℄ and [8℄ that they are often large. Therefore it would be
good to have experimental evidene of this as well. Moreover a nite index
subgroup of a deieny 1 group also has deieny 1.
In Setion 3 we only look at 2 generator 1 relator presentations. This
is not beause of any limitations of the method (indeed when applying the
program to suh a presentation, eah nite index subgroup that we work with
will have a deieny 1 presentation whih is rarely 1 relator) but beause we
are able to over a lot of ground in this speial ase. We look at presentations
where one of the two generators has zero exponent sum in the relator, as
any 2 generator 1 relator presentation an be put in suh a form using an
automorphism of F2. For these presentations where the relator is of length
12 or less, we have a denitive result. It an be summarised by saying that
the vast majority of presentations are large, the presentations whih are not
large are listed in Tables 1 and 2 and all of these are groups whih were
already known not to be large. (Sometimes these groups are given by non
standard presentations but they were already known too.) Amongst these
presentations 〈a, t|r〉 where r has exponent sum 0 in t, we have those where
the relator is of height 1, whih means that r an be written purely in terms
of a±1 and ta±1t−1. We have a result in [8℄ whih gives a muh more eient
riterion for largeness of suh a presentation and so we onsider height 1
relators of length at most 14. For these we are able to list all of the non large
presentations exept for two where we believe that they are not large but we
do not reognise them as groups that are already known not to be large. Also
in [8℄ we gave an example of a large word hyperboli group whih is of the
form Fk⋊αZ, but the automorphism α was reduible. Here we are able with
use of the omputer to give the rst example of a large word hyperboli group
of this form where all non-trivial powers of the automorphism are irreduible.
We pay further attention to where the relator is in the ommutator sub-
group F ′2. These are very often large (unless the group is Z×Z in whih ase
the relator, if ylially redued, is just a ommutator of the two generators)
but in [2℄ an example was given of a non large group where the partiular
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relator r0 has length 18. We again have a denitive result in that if r is a
ylially redued word in F ′2 and has length at most 18 then our program
shows that either the group G is large, or r has length 4 so that G = Z×Z,
or r has length exatly 18 and is just a yli permutation of r0 or r
−1
0 .
Our nal appliation in Setion 4 is to a lass of groups whih have de-
ieny 0 rather than 1. These are the fundamental groups of losed orientable
hyperboli 3-manifolds and an open question asks if they are always large.
We already have a sample of over 10,000 examples to work with whih is the
ensus from the program Snappea [15℄ and it is also available as a Magma
database where the fundamental groups of these 3-manifolds are given. It is
known by reent results that if a losed hyperboli 3-manifold is arithmeti
and has positive virtual rst Betti number then we have largeness. How-
ever positive virtual rst Betti number for all 3-manifolds in the ensus was
established using omputational methods in [11℄. Therefore all arithmeti
3-manifolds in the ensus are known to be large but there are no suh re-
sults yet in the non arithmeti ase. Our requirement for largeness of having
a zero Alexander polynomial means that only subgroups with positive rst
Betti number an be of use in satisfying this ondition. Consequently in
order to help with the omputations we restrit attention to the groups in
the ensus having a subgroup with positive rst Betti number of index at
most 5. There are 2856 suh groups in the ensus whih is over a quarter of
the total, and they an be found quikly using Magma. Our program proves
that most of these groups are large; indeed we are left with 116 groups in
Table 4 where we did not establish this within the limited running times.
Moreover there are 132 groups in the ensus whih themselves have positive
rst Betti number, and a further 305 whih have nite rst homology but
an index 2 subgroup with positive rst Betti number. None of these are left
over in the list so we an onlude that a 3-manifold in the losed ensus
with positive rst Betti number or whih has a double over with positive
rst Betti number also has large fundamental group.
2 Desription of the algorithm
Given a nitely presented group G that we wish to prove is large, we will
be done if we an nd a nite index subgroup H ≤f G and a surjetive
homomorphism from H to Z suh that the Alexander polynomial ∆H,χ with
respet to χ is the zero polynomial by [7℄ Theorem 2.1. Here the Alexander
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polynomial an either have oeients in Z or modulo a prime p (we will
sometimes refer to the former as the mod 0 ase). However we also have:
Proposition 2.1 If H is a nitely presented group whih has a surjetive
homomorphism θ to a non-abelian free group Fn of rank n ≥ 2 then we have
homomorphisms χ from H onto Z with ∆H,χ = 0.
Proof. There are homomorphisms χ onto Z whih fator through Fn; take
any one of these so that χ = χ˜θ. Then θ sends ker χ onto ker χ˜, but the free
group Fn has no non-trivial nitely generated normal subgroups of innite
index, so ker χ˜ is an innitely generated free group with β1(ker χ˜;Q) = ∞.
This implies that ∆H,χ = 0 by [7℄ Corollary 2.2.
✷
Therefore this ondition of having a nite index subgroup with zero
Alexander polynomial relative to some homomorphism is both neessary and
suient for a nitely presented group to be large. Reall that there is an
algorithm whih takes as input a nite presentation and a positive integer
n and whih outputs all the (nitely many) subgroups H having index n in
the group G dened by the presentation. This is shown in [10℄ and is based
on the Todd-Coxeter oset enumeration proess. The output for eah H is
a list of generators of H and a oset table for the right regular ation of G
on the osets of H . This allows us by the Reidemeister-Shreier rewriting
proess to give a nite presentation for H . In this setion we desribe an
algorithm that, given a nite presentation of a group G, works out whether
or not there is a homomorphism χ and p (or 0) suh that ∆G,χ = 0 mod p
(or mod 0). Consequently we then have a partial algorithm for largeness by
applying this to eah nite index subgroup of G in turn.
It is important for a pratial algorithm to be able to deal with all of
these ases simultaneously: whilst a large group G will always have some
nite index subgroup H where ∆H,χ is 0 mod 0, the index [G : H ] ould
be muh larger than [G : S] where ∆S,χ is, say, 0 mod 2. However it is not
eient to run our algorithm on one subgroup S modulo suessive primes
as we need to know when we an give up on S and move on to another
subgroup.
We note that our approah depends markedly on the rst Betti number
β1(G). If this is zero then there are no homomorphisms χ onto Z and we
must rejet G immediately. If β1(G) = 1 then we have just one χ (up to sign)
and the evaluation of ∆G,χ is essentially a straight alulation, although we
need to work modulo all primes simultaneously. However if β1(G) ≥ 2 we
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have innitely many χ. Thus we have the advantage of many hanes to nd
a χ with ∆G,χ zero but the disadvantage that we annot test all of the χ
individually and so we need a method of narrowing down our searh.
Let β1(G) = b. If b = 1 then the Alexander polynomial ∆G,χ is an
element (dened up to multipliation by units) of the Laurent polynomial
ring Z[t±1] whih is the integer group ring of Z. For a partiular χ we an
nd ∆G,χ in the following way: given a presentation 〈x1, . . . , xn|r1, . . . , rm〉
of G, we apply Fox's free dierential alulus to form the Alexander matrix
A whih is an m× n matrix with entries in Z[t±1]. We then alulate all the
(n− 1)× (n− 1) minors of A: namely the determinants of the submatries
of A formed by deleting one olumn and the neessary number of rows to
make the submatries square, so it will be m− n+ 1 rows and there will be
n×
(
m
m− n + 1
)
dierent minors. Then ∆G,χ is dened to be the highest
ommon fator of these minors and onsequently it is 0 (or 0 mod p) if and
only if all of the minors are 0 (or 0 mod p).
If I is a subset of size m−n+1 hosen from {1, 2, . . . , m} then we useM Ij
to denote the minor with the rows in I removed along with the jth olumn.
If χ(x1) = a1, . . . , χ(xn) = an then we have the identity M
I
j (1 − t
ai) =
M Ii (1 − t
aj ). Consequently if aj = 0 then M
I
j = 0 anyway (by taking i for
whih ai 6= 0) and so there is no point in alulating this minor, but otherwise
we have M Ij = δ
Iψaj (t) where δ
I
is independent of j and ψk(t) is equal to
(1− tk)/(1− t). This is beause only 1− t an divide all of 1− ta1 , . . . , 1− tan .
Consequently if we take the rst olumn j suh that χ(xj) 6= 0 then we have
that ∆G,χ is the highest ommon fator of the δ
I
where I is varied over all
possible subsets, thus meaning that we have redued the number of minors
that need to be alulated to l =
(
m
m− n + 1
)
minors, thus reduing the
work by a fator of n.
Therefore in the ase b = 1 we merely form the Alexander matrix A and,
on taking the above j we alulate in turn the minorsM I1j , . . . ,M
Il
j ∈ Z[t
±1].
If they are all the zero polynomial then we have proved largeness. If M Iij
is the rst non-zero minor then we look at its ontent: if this is 1 then we
stop immediately with the answer no, otherwise we alulate M
Ii+1
j and let
c be gd (ontent(M Iij ),ontent(M
Ii+1
j )). We ontinue replaing c with the
gd of c and the ontent of the next minor and stop with no if c beomes 1,
otherwise when we reah the last minor M Ilj we have proved that ∆G,χ is 0
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modulo any prime that divides c so we have largeness.
In fat for β1(G) = 1 we will not nd that all of the minors are identially
zero. This an be seen beause they ontinue to be zero if the Alexander
matrix is evaluated at t = 1, but this is just a presentation matrix for the
abelianisation G/G′ whih is of the form
Cd1 × . . .× Cdk × Z for d1|d2| . . . |dk.
Thus the rst elementary ideal of A|t=1, whih is an invariant of the abelian
group, is d1 . . . dk. Consequently any primes dividing the ontent of a minor
M Ij must also divide M
I
j |t=1 and hene dk. This implies two improvements:
we should always rejet groups whose abelianisation is just Z, and more
generally we an work in the ring (Z/dkZ)[t
±1] rather than Z[t±1] when eval-
uating determinants if this will be signiantly quiker. (In fat when using
Magma, we always found that it was better to work modulo the primes di-
viding dk separately rather than with respet to a omposite modulus, and
this did give an advantage of speed over the harateristi zero ase.)
We now proeed to desribe a theoretial algorithm in the ase when
b ≥ 2. In order to onsider all χ together, we an replae the ring Z[t±1]
above with the ring Z[t±11 , . . . , t
±1
b ] whih is the integral group ring of the free
abelianisation ab(G) = Zb of G. We also have a Fox alulus in this ase
(see [6℄ Setion 2 for an exposition in line with our approah here) and so
an form a more general Alexander matrix B with entries in Z[ab(G)] and
orresponding minors N Ij . As any surjetive χ : G → Z will fator through
the natural map α : G → ab(G) and so an be written as χ˜α, we have that
the Alexander matrix A with respet to any given homomorphism χ is just
B evaluated at χ˜ and onsequently the minors M Ij are equal to N
I
j |χ˜.
Thus we alulate all the minors N Ij whih are multivariable polynomials
with oeients in Z and we now need to onsider whih χ will make all the
minors vanish. We do this by regarding the minor N Ij as a nite subset of
lattie points in Zb with eah point weighted by a non-zero integer, where
eah monomial that appears inN Ij with a non-zero oeient is a lattie point
and the oeient is the weight. (The ambiguity of units just means that we
an shift N Ij by unit translations.) We piture evaluation of N
I
j at χ˜ in the
following way: we extend χ˜ to an ane map φ : Rb → R. Then for x ∈ R
we know that φ−1(x) is a hyperplane and N Ij is zero on evaluation preisely
when the following ondition is satised: for allm ∈ Z with φ−1(m)∩N Ij 6= ∅,
we require that the sum of the weights orresponding to the points of N Ij in
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this hyperplane φ−1(m) is zero. Let us refer to this situation as N Ij anels
along parallel hyperplanes of onstant χ.
Starting with N1 (whih is dened to be the rst minor we alulate that
happens not to be identially zero) we take any lattie point x in N1. Now
x must anel with other lattie points in N1 on evaluation so we take eah
other lattie point y in turn and join x and y by a line x + U where U is
a one dimensional subspae of Rb. We now take the quotient vetor spae
V = Rb/U of dimension b − 1 and use the quotient map q to regard N1 as
a nite subset of V with with new weights obtained by summing within the
translates of U . We now pik a basepoint of q(N1), draw a line from it to
the other points of q(N1) and ontinue reursively. This proess stops either
beause an image of N1 is the zero polynomial in dimension d, or we reah
d = 1 with a non zero polynomial. In the latter ase we an rejet this χ
(at least if we are working modulo 0) but in the former we move on to the
next minor N2. We rst apply to N2 the omposition of the quotient maps
applied so far and then we ontinue in the same way, by piking a basepoint
for this image of N2 and another point to join it to and proeed as before,
thus reduing d (or N2 might beome 0 by dimension d, in whih ase we
move on to the next minor and so on). Eventually we have either found that
all the minors have vanished at dimension d ≥ 1, in whih ase any χ whih
fators through the omposition of quotient maps applied so far will have
∆G,χ = 0, or we reah dimension 1 and onlude that we have failed to reah
a suitable χ along this path, so we must baktrak.
This will do as a starting algorithm, however there are areas where serious
improvement would be hoped for. First the above only works modulo 0 and
we want to be able to take advantage of oasions where ∆G,χ is zero modulo
a prime (indeed during the signiant omputations desribed in Setion 3
it was nearly always witnessed that ∆G,χ was zero modulo one or two small
primes but not mod 0 and in many ases it was just zero mod 2). More seri-
ously, although the above argument will work on minors with few oeients,
the branhing nature of this approah means it will be extremely expensive
for large minors (and indeed large numbers of minors). Moreover we need
to alulate all of the minors but evaluating determinants over multivariable
polynomial rings takes onsiderably longer than in Z[t±1] or (Z/pZ)[t±1] so
we will gain if we an work more in the latter rings.
We now desribe a variation on the above in the speial ase β1(G) = 2.
This is the algorithm we implemented in Magma and we found it performed
quikly. It seemed that determinants of large matries (say 12×12 and larger)
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were muh quiker to alulate over Z[t±1] than over multivariable polynomial
rings so the following approah aims to do as little of the latter as possible.
As in the ase b = 1 there is a similar identity between dierent minors
for general b. We have N Ij (1 − α(xi)) = N
I
i (1 − α(xj) where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
we have that α(xi) and N
I
i are elements of Z[t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
b ]. This implies that
N Ij = δ
I(1 − α(xj)) beause any ommon fator of 1 − α(x1), . . . , 1 − α(xn)
would remain so when evaluated under all χ˜. Consequently we build the
Alexander matrix B and in doing so we reord the vetors v1, . . . , vn ∈ Z
2
where vj = (aj , bj) for α(xj) = x
ajybj ∈ Z[x±1, y±1].
We rst hek the two speial homomorphisms χx (and χy) whih means
that we are setting x (and then y) equal to 1 in B to form the evaluated
matrix Bx (or By). We skip aross the olumns until we nd a generator xj
with the seond omponent of vj being non zero and delete the jth olumn
(note that if it were zero then any minor alulated with this olumn removed
would be zero anyway).
We then run through all possible hoies of rows that make the resulting
matrix square when this hoie is deleted. On taking our rst hoie and
evaluating the determinant, we look at and reord the ontent c1 of the
resulting single variable polynomial. If c1 = 1 then we an rejet χx as
a homomorphism making all the minors vanish modulo some prime, so we
move on to χy and do the same. Otherwise alulate another determinant
with the jth olumn still removed but a dierent seletion of rows and nd
the ontent c2 of this. We then take c =gd(c1, c2) and ontinue alulating
minors along with their ontents, then we update c by taking the gd of it
and the ontent of the new minor. We stop alulating minors when the gd
beomes 1 and rejet χx (and then we try χy) or we may nd on alulating
the ontent of all minors with the jth olumn removed that they have a
ommon fator, in whih ase we have proved largeness.
At this point we have tried only two homomorphisms but we an now use
a form of Chinese Remainder Theorem to test the rest. Consider the homo-
morphism χ sending (x, y) to (tl, tm) where gd(l, m) = 1. The monomial
(or point in Z2) xayb is sent to tla+mb so in order for any minor N(x, y) =∑
ca,bx
ayb to be 0 under evaluation, we need eah sum of the ca,bs over (a, b)
suh that la +mb is onstant to be zero. If this happens for a partiular χ
and a prime p divides m (so does not divide l) then the set of points (a, b)
making up eah sum is suh that a is onstant mod p. This works for prime
powers pi too. Consequently we alulate the rst full minor N(x, y) suh
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that N(x, 1) is not identially zero and we will know from above whih minor
this is by looking in our list of ontents. We then onsider the polynomial
P (x, y) whih is the quotient of N(x, y) by 1 − α(xj) where j is the olumn
that we deleted.
Then for eah pi at most the degree of P (x, y) as a polynomial in x, we
form the wrapped up polynomial
∑
ca,bx
ayb where a is a mod p (so it is
of degree at most pi − 1 in x) and we see whether this new polynomial is
zero. We start with 2, then powers thereof, dropping out if a power fails
this test and moving on to the next prime. We then reord in some set
the prime powers that pass as possible fators of m. The purpose of rst
heking χy (and χx) is that we now know m 6= 0 (and l) so we will not
have many possibilities for m. We next do the same for l and together try
out all of these χ to see if any of them work. This an be done eiently
by evaluating the Alexander matrix under eah potential homomorphism so
that the entries are in Z[t±1]. We then nd a olumn j suh that 1 − χ(xj)
is not zero in Z[t±1] and remove that olumn. We an then alulate the
minors over all hoies of rows to delete and this an be done quikly as they
are single variable polynomials. We have largeness if all of them vanish.
We an also see if there exists a prime p suh that all of the minors van-
ish modulo p on evaluation under a partiular χ. To do this we an proeed
as above, reording the ontent ci of eah of the single variable polynomials
Ni(x, 1) (and similarly for Ni(1, y)). We then take N(x, y), where N(x, 1) has
non zero ontent, and form P (x, y) as before. Next we reate eah wrapped
up polynomial of P (x, y) with respet to a prime power. However we do not
just look to see if this polynomial vanishes but if it has ontent whih is not
equal to 1, in whih ase we reord the prime power and this ontent. We
an then nd as before andidates for l and m and hek the appropriate
homomorphisms to see if all minors vanish modulo some integer under suh
a homomorphism by examining the ontents of these single variable polyno-
mials and taking a gd as we go along. However note that if the ontent c of
N(x, 1) is not equal to 1 then the same will be true for N(x, y) and P (x, y),
thus every prime power will pass the above test modulo c when we wrap up
P (x, y). We deal with this by removing from the ontents of the wrapped up
polynomials any primes whih divide c. We then hek the andidate homo-
morphisms χ obtained from this proess to see if all minors evaluated at χ are
0 mod n for some n. If not then we nish by going bak to the prime fators
r of c and for eah one we alulate in full another minor N ′(x, y) suh that
N ′(x, 1) has ontent oprime to r (and the same for y in plae of x). More-
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over we will know whih minor to hoose from our list of ontents c1, . . . , cl.
We then run the proess above to obtain andidate homomorphisms but this
time we work modulo r throughout. Finally we have determined whether
there is a homomorphism χ and a prime p suh that all minors evaluated at
χ are 0 mod p.
We now present a variation for b = β1(G) ≥ 3 whih is partiularly useful
for showing that there is no homomorphism with zero Alexander polynomial.
For any prime p we an box a given multivariable polynomial minor
N(t1, . . . , tb) =
∑
v∈Nb
c
v
tv11 . . . t
vb
b
where v = (v1, . . . , vb) by regarding the exponents vi as integers mod p. If
there is a homomorphism χ = (k1, . . . , kb) suh that N(t
k1 , . . . , tkb) is 0 (mod
0 or mod some n) then this is still true for the boxed polynomial where
we take the integers k1, . . . , kb mod p as well as the sum of the exponents
k1v1 + . . . + kbvb. Moreover the latter polynomial will vanish on evaluation
at (k1, . . . , kb) if and only if it does so at (λk1, . . . , λkb) if λ is invertible mod
p. Therefore for a suitable number of small primes p we box N mod p to
obtain N p and we evaluate this under the (p
b−1)/(p−1) equivalene lasses
of homomorphisms. We keep a reord of whih of these homomorphisms
make N p vanish (we an hoose just to look mod 0, but it is better to keep
further reords as to whih n make Np equal to 0 mod n). If for a partiular p
we nd no homomorphism makes Np vanish then we an break immediately
and onlude that no Alexander polynomial of G is zero. Otherwise we
an onstrut possible values for (k1, . . . , kb) and try these out diretly by
evaluating f at χ.
There is another way of eliminatingG without even alulating the Alexan-
der polynomial whih we now summarise: for any surjetive homomorphism
χ we set K = ker χ so that we have the yli overs K ≤ Gm ≤ G with
[G : Gm] = m. Then if ∆G,χ is 0 (mod 0 or mod p) we must have that
the rank (over Q or over Z/pZ) of the abelianisation Gm/G
′
m is at least
m + 1 (as we have already seen for m = 1). As for adapting this to when
b ≥ 2, upon taking the kernel N of the natural map from G to its free
abelianisation G/N = Zb we have for any prime q that NGq ≤ Gq ≤ G
with [Gq : NG
q] = qb−1 as G/NGq is isomorphi to (Z/qZ)b. If we know the
abelianisation of NGq then we an use this information in the following way:
if β1(NG
q) ≤ q then there is no χ with ∆G,χ = 0 mod 0. Moreover if p is
a prime not equal to q suh that there is a surjetive homomorphism from
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NGq to (Z/pZ)q+1 then Gq having p-rank at least q + 1 implies that NG
q
does too as the index is oprime to q (whereas if p = q then we an only
onlude that NGp has p-rank at least p − b + 2 by onsidering the vetor
spae Gp/(Gp)
′(Gp)
p
). Thus at eah stage we have a possible value n for
∆G,χ being 0 mod n, and on taking the next prime q and alulating the
abelianisation of NGq we an alter n aording to the above, breaking and
rejeting G if n reahes 1 whereas if n survives for several primes we an be
reasonably sure that there will exist χ with ∆G,χ 0 mod n. This is beause
if there is no prime p for whih ∆G,χ is zero mod p then there is a bound B
suh that for all m and all primes p the p-rank of the abelianisation of Gm
is at most B.
In fat Magma does not have a ommand that, given a nite presentation
of G, diretly nds NGq but it does give G′Gq, so we an use that instead
and alter the expeted rank aordingly, or we an obtain NGq from G′Gq
by reating the homomorphism from G to G/NGq via G/G′Gq and taking
its kernel, or if G/G′ = Zb × T where T is the torsion subgroup then we an
just run our hek using primes q whih do not divide |T | as then the above
bounds for the ranks of the abelianisation of NGq and G′Gq will be equal.
However we remark that for, say, q = 11 and b = 4 we will be requiring the
abelianisation of a subgroup NGq of G having index over 10,000 (or if we are
using G′Gq then this is already the ase when G/G′ is, say, Z2 × (Z/11Z)2)
and this an take a while to nd, in whih ase we would be better o going
straight for the minors anyway. We remark that in no ase did we witness
a delay in alulating the Alexander matrix; instead it was evaluating large
determinants that ould take some time.
Finally we note that when we talk about the algorithm being fast or
slow then we are referring throughout to pratial rather than theoretial
running time. Indeed if it is the ase that the property of largeness is not
algorithmially solvable amongst nitely presented groups (as seems to be the
prevailing view) then the theoretial running time for any partial algorithm
must be an unomputable funtion, as otherwise we ould wait until the
predited number of steps to prove largeness had ourred, and then onlude
that the inputted group was not large.
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3 2 generator 1 relator presentations
3.1 Presentations in standard form
The sublass of nitely presented groups whih have a 1 relator presentation
has been muh studied. If this presentation has at least 3 generators then
it is well known that the group is large, so it is only 2 generator 1 relator
presentations that are in doubt. We shall shortly mention the presentations
of this form whih are known not to yield large groups but we presented
theoretial results in [7℄ and [8℄ suggesting that a 2 generator 1 relator pre-
sentation is very often large, and here we will present strong experimental
evidene.
Given any 2 generator 1 relator presentation 〈x, y|w(x, y)〉, we do of ourse
get the same group if we take a onjugate of w or w−1. However there are
many other presentations dening the same group, so to avoid dealing with
this we will only onsider presentations in what we all Magnus form. This
is based on the fat that there is an automorphism α of F2, with let us say
α(x) = a and α(y) = t, suh that w(α−1(a), α−1(t)) has exponent sum 0 in t
when written as a word w′ in a and t. We then say that w′ is in Magnus form
with respet to t. This is a onsequene of the fat that the kernel of the
natural map from Aut(F2) to Aut(F2/F
′
2)
∼= GL(2,Z) is the group of inner
automorphisms of F2.
The elementary Nielsen moves on an ordered pair of group elements
(g1, g2) ∈ G × G are: swapping the pair, replaing either with its inverse
and replaing g1 with g1g2 or g2 with g2g1. These moves, when regarded
as elements of Aut(F2) by their eet on the standard basis (x, y), generate
Aut(F2). We say that two pairs are Nielsen equivalent if there is a nite
sequene of elementary Nielsen moves taking one to the other, so in F2 the
equivalene lass of (x, y) onsists preisely of all generating pairs.
If the group G is given by a presentation 〈a, t|w(a, t)〉 with w ylially
redued and in Magnus form with respet to t then we an keep w in standard
form by replaing t with tak for any k ∈ Z (or sending t or a to their respetive
inverses), but Out(F2) being isomorphi to GL(2,Z) implies that these are
the only automorphisms of F2 we an make up to onjugation whih preserve
Magnus form (at least if β1(G) = 1: if β1(G) = 2 then every 2 generator 1
relator presentation of G is in Magnus form with respet to both generators).
However, as we shall see later, there exist 2 generator 1 relator groups with
more than one Nielsen equivalene lass of generating pairs.
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Therefore given any 2 generator 1 relator presentation, we an assume w
is of the form
tk1al1 . . . tknaln (1)
where ki, li 6= 0 and k1 + . . .+ kn = 0 (exluding the words a
l
). Thus writing
ai = t
iat−i we have
w = al1s1a
l2
s2
. . . alnsn where s1 = k1 and si+1 = si + ki+1.
We all h =max(si)−min(si) the height of w when in Magnus form with
respet to t and 2n the syllable length of w. Note that the moves above
preserving Magnus form also preserve the height and the syllable length,
though not neessarily the word length, of w.
The presentations whih are known not to be large all fall into two types:
rst if the syllable length is 4 with k1 = −k2 = 1 then we have the Baumslag-
Solitar group BS(l1,−l2) and it is well known that this is not large if and
only if l1 and l2 are not oprime. The other type omes from [8℄ Theorem
4.3 (based originally on a onstrution by Higman in [14℄; see also [2℄) whih
states that if g and h are onjugate elements of a group G where the relation
hkglh−k = gl±1 holds in all nite images of G then g and h must be trivial in
any nite image of G. In partiular if G = 〈a, t|bkalb−k = al±1〉 where b is an
element of F2 whih is onjugate to a then the presentation is in Magnus form
with respet to t but all nite images are yli so G is not large. Taking
k = l = 1 and the plus sign with b = tat−1, we obtain the famous group
rst introdued by Baumslag in [1℄. We shall refer to this ubiquitous group
as the Baumslag-Brunner-Gersten group BBG. Note that further examples
an be obtained by iterating this onstrution beause if G = 〈a, t|w〉 is a
presentation where a is trivial in every nite image of G then we an take w
and a onjugate of w to form a new relator where w is trivial in every nite
image of this new group, thus a is too.
We also remark that these non-large groups (as well as some others)
typially have unusual presentations not Nielsen equivalent to the well known
ones. This observation dates bak to [20℄ and is based on the following trik:
if G = 〈x, y|w(x, y)〉 is suh that we an write w in the form u(x, y)k = y
then by introduing the letter z = u(x, y) we have that G is also 〈x, z|z =
u(x, zk)〉 whih for k 6= 0,±1 is generally not Nielsen equivalent. For instane
taking the presentation 〈x, y|(xyrx−1y±r)k = y〉 we get 〈x, z|xzkrx−1z±kr =
z〉 so we have an alternative presentation for BS(kr,∓kr + 1). These are
in Magnus form with respet to x but have longer syllable length than the
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usual presentation so annot be Nielsen equivalent. Also it was shown in [4℄
that for any s ≥ 1
〈a, t|(ta2
s
t−1)a(ta2
s
t−1)−1 = a2〉
is isomorphi to BBG by putting b = a2 so that a = (tb2
s−1
t−1)−1b(tb2
s−1
t−1),
thus giving the same relation with b and s− 1 in plae of a and s.
This is also one of a family of examples in [5℄:
D(k, l,m) = 〈a, t|(takt−1)al(takt−1)−1 = am〉
so that BBG ∼= D(2s, 1, 2) for s ≥ 0. Note that D(k, l,m) is large by the
Alexander polynomial if |l − m| 6= 1 and has only nite yli quotients
otherwise by the above. Also for the sake of the tables later, we point out
that not only is D(k, l,m) isomorphi to D(−k,−l,−m) by sending a to
a−1 but also to D(−k, l,m) by further inverting both sides of the relation.
Therefore we an assume that k and l are always positive.
3.2 Height 1 presentations
Let us suppose that the height of a presentation in the form (1) is 1, so that
n is even and (by sending t to t−1 if neessary) ki is 1 for i odd and −1 for
i even. Here we do not need anything as involved as Setion 2 to determine
largeness beause [8℄ Corollary 4.2 tells us that G is large if and only if there
is H ≤f G with d(H/H
′) ≥ 3, where d is the minimum number of generators
for a group. Therefore we merely need to ompute for eah i ≥ 2 the index i
subgroups of G and their respetive abelianisations, breaking as soon as one
is found needing at least 3 generators. When we have done this for reasonably
high i, we an look at whih presentations are left and ask whether we already
reognise them as groups known not to be large. To do this eiently in suh
a way that we are not repeatedly taking the same group with many dierent
presentations but without obsessively demanding only one presentation per
group we adopt the following: rst note that for height 1 presentations the
move t 7→ tak does not hange (1). Then by taking yli permutations and
sending a to a−1 if neessary, we an assume that l1 > 0 and l1 ≥ |li| for
all i. We an further arrange it by reversing the word that l2 > ln, or if
equal that l3 > ln−1 and so on. We then hoose an upper bound for the total
word length we will onsider. In our ase it was 14, not so muh beause of
lak of omputer power but by human limitation on the numbers of left over
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presentations to be inspeted. Then for syllable length 2n (starting at n = 4
beause n = 2 only yields Baumslag-Solitar groups) and a xed l1 (starting
at 1) we have an upper bound b on the moduli of the other li (so that b will
equal l1, or less if that value always makes the word too long), so we take
all presentations where the values of (l2, . . . , ln) are ounted (ignoring zeros)
from (−b, . . . ,−b) to (b, . . . , b) and we input them if the word length is at
most 14. We then hoose a bound for the index of the subgroups we examine
whih is as high as possible without long delays in nding all subgroups of
this index: as some groups will be proved large well before this we went up
to index 12, whih with these presentations usually only took a few seonds.
This allows us to draw up an initial list of what might fail to be large.
The poliy adopted from then on was as follows: rst nd the Alexander
polynomials and try to show that the group is BS(m,n) or D(k, l,m) by use
of the transformations above. If this failed then it is also a onsequene of
[8℄ Setion 4 that if G is given by a height 1 presentation but is not large
then the nite residual RG is equal to G
′′
. If G has the same Alexander
polynomial as B = BS(m,n) then, as RB = B
′′
too with G/G′′ isomor-
phi to B/B′′, any nite index subgroup of B/B′′ is also one of G/G′′ and
hene orresponds under the inverse image to a unique one of G and of B
too. Moreover these subgroups will have the same abelianisation through-
out, as if H ≤f G then H
′′ ≥ RH = RG = G
′′ ≥ H ′′ so H ′′ = G′′, mean-
ing that the abelianisation of the orresponding subgroup H/G′′ of G/G′′ is
(H/G′′)/(H ′G′′/G′′) ∼= H/H ′G′′ = H/H ′ whih is equal to that of H . Also
the same holds for nite index subgroups of B, so we ompare the abeliani-
sations of subgroups of G and of B up to index 12, and even though it may
be that all suh subgroups H of G have d(H/H ′) = 2, the torsion of H/H ′
might have higher order than the torsion of the abelianisation of the equiv-
alent subgroup of B. This worked for most of the remaining presentations,
with for some reason index 7 subgroups very often suessful.
The upshot was that this proess left only four presentations unknown
as to whether they were large or not. Table 1 lists all height 1 presentations
of length up to 14 giving rise to non large groups, in order of syllable length
(starting at 4) and then word length, along with these four. Two we ould
resolve: they were (using apital letters for inverses)
G1 = 〈a, t|ta
3Ta2ta3TA〉 and G2 = 〈a, t|ta
3Tata3TA2〉.
Their Alexander polynomials are the same as for BS(1,∓6) but they annot
be these groups as BS(1, m) has only one Nielsen equivalene lass of gen-
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erators. This is beause the latter groups are soluble, whereas a 2 generator
1 relator presentation in Magnus form of height h implies that the group
must ontain a free subgroup of rank h. However they are also asending
HNN extensions (with base Z) and this means that a 2 generator 1 relator
presentation of BS(1, m) in Magnus form must have a unique maximum, but
the word an only be of height 1. Therefore working on the priniple that
these groups are large (beause if not then we have no idea what groups they
are or how we would prove them not to be large), we looked for non-abelian
nite simple images. The omputer found that G1 mapped onto the unitary
group U(3, 3) of order 6048 and G2 has the sporadi simple group J2 of order
604800 as a nite image. This means that we do not have RGi = G
′′
i so G1
and G2 are large by [8℄ Theorem 4.1.
However that still leaves two groups whose Alexander polynomial is 1, so
largeness is determined by the answer to the following:
Question 3.1 For the groups with presentations
〈a, t|ta2TatATatATA〉 and 〈a, t|ta2TatATAtATA〉,
is it true that a is trivial in every nite image?
Consequently we have established that the vast majority of 2 generator
1 relator height 1 presentations with short word length dene large groups.
However the only way we have determined that some groups are not large
was to show them to be isomorphi to groups already known to have this
property and there seems to be a very limited number of methods whih are
able to prove that presentations of this type are not large.
3.3 General height presentations
We now onsider 2 generator 1 relator presentations 〈a, t|w(a, t)〉 in standard
form with respet to t but with height greater than 1. Here we need to
implement using Magma the algorithm desribed in Setion 2. Before we
embark on running it, we note that not all presentations of this type dene
large groups. The only example we know of already in the literature is
〈a, t|(tkat−k)a(tkat−k)−1 = a2〉
in [21℄ whih has height k. However as tk an be replaed here by any word
in F2, it is lear that there are a lot more suh presentations. Nevertheless
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it seems remarkable that we will not enounter any non-large presentations
in this subsetion of word length at most 12, given that the above example
provides one of length 13.
We will have to work muh harder than in the height 1 ase. Although
word length at most 14 and subgroup index up to 12 was the starting point
for this work, too many presentations of length 13 were left over to be dealt
with by hand. These would then need to be heked further by inreasing the
index, but nding the subgroups of index 15 an already take a fair while with
suh a presentation. The other problem is that rather than just requiring
the abelianisation of these nite index subgroups, we need to rewrite to get
a nite presentation. Although this was not generally a onern, it began to
fail to omplete in a suitable time on a few of the length 13 and 14 ases.
However an important point whih makes these presentations tratable is
that although a nite index subgroup of a 2 generator 1 relator group will
not usually have suh a presentation itself, it will still have a deieny 1
presentation so that for eah subgroup only one minor need be alulated.
This time we assumed that, given a word w in the form of (1), the expo-
nents of the letter t were suh that k1 ≥ |ki| for i ≤ 2 ≤ n. We an assume
that k1 ≥ 2 beause if all ki = ±1 but w does not have height 1 then there
must be a subword (where w is regarded as a yli word) of the form talt
(or t−1alt−1). We an then apply the transformation t 7→ ta−l (or t 7→ tal)
to obtain a subword of the form t±2 whilst still keeping w in Magnus form,
but this ould inrease the word length of w. To get round this, observe that
subwords of the form talt−1 or t−1alt are unhanged by this proess, whereas
there is a pairing in whih every subword of the form talt in w is plaed with
one of the form t−1al
′
t−1. If we take the l of smallest modulus appearing in
any subwords of w in either of these latter two forms then the transforma-
tion t 7→ ta−l in the rst ase and t 7→ tal
′
in the seond ase will obtain
a subword of the form t2. Let us assume that it is talt with l > 0. If the
word length of w is inreased by this substitution then it must be that the
pairs of subwords of the form tamt, t−1ant−1 for m > 0 and n < 0 (where the
ombined length inreases under t 7→ tal) outnumber the pairs where m < 0
and n > 0 (where we derease). Consequently the move t 7→ ta−l will reverse
this situation and we will derease the total word length of w. Although we
may still not have a proper power of t in w, we an repeat this proess until
we do.
For a given n we then xed a t-shape, whih we dene to be the vetor
(k1, . . . , kn), and we had a bound b suh that if any exponent li of the letter
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a had modulus greater than b then the word was too long. We then inputted
all a-shapes (l1, . . . , ln) from (−b, . . . ,−b) to (b, . . . , b) if the resulting word
length was at most 12. Note that beause we an send a to a−1 in a pre-
sentation, eah group has been inputted at least twie. This is no bad thing
beause it ats as a hek, and given the method we were using it ould hap-
pen that one presentation was proved large whereas the other was missed.
This anomaly an only ome about on subgroups with rst Betti number
greater than 2 beause we did not initially bother inorporating a full work-
ing algorithm for subgroups H ≤f G with β1(H) ≥ 3 in the run owing to their
omparative rarity. In fat the approah adopted when working through the
lists of presentations was that of Setion 2 for rst Betti numbers 1 and 2,
whereas for β1(H) ≥ 4 we only looked at the minors N(1, . . . , 1, tj, 1, . . . , 1)
evaluated at just one variable for eah j between 1 and β1(H). For β1(H) = 3
we at least onsidered the double variable polynomials N(x, y, 1), N(x, 1, z)
and N(1, y, z) and fed these to the β1(H) = 2 routine.
The initial results when run up to index 12 were that there was one
remaining presentation not proved large of length 9, 4 of length 10, less than
30 of length 11 and none of length 12. We then ran the program on these
remaining presentations on subgroups of index 13, 14 and 15. It would take
about a minute to obtain all the subgroups of index 15 and the Alexander
polynomial heks would then be instant. In one ase at index 15 it failed to
rewrite for a subgroup presentation, but we then ran the abelianised version
at the end of Setion 2 whih eliminated this ase.
We were then only left with the one length 9 presentation and 15 length
11 presentations as given in Table 2. We now need to nd other ways of
showing that these groups are large. We an use the Magma ommand
LowIndexNormalSubgroups whih will be able to nd normal subgroups up
to a higher index than that for arbitrary subgroups, but there will be less of
them. The main tool we use is a form of bootstrapping: pik a low index
subgroup H with deent abelianisation, by whih we usually mean β1(H) at
least 2 or (though preferably and) d(H/H ′) ≥ 3. Then rewrite to get a nite
presentation for H and regard this as our input. Although the presentation
will get longer so that we will be unable to nd all subgroups up to index
15 again, a subgroup L of H will have index [G : H ][H : L] in G so we an
go onsiderably higher by being seletive. We an even repeat the proess
until the alulations beome too long. At this point we also developed as a
separate routine the algorithm in Setion 2 for β1(H) at least 3 and this was
able to prove largeness when applied to an appropriate subgroup H of the
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very few groups left over.
Let us illustrate using the solitary presentation of length 9 whih was left
over, as this turns out to be an interesting group that has already appeared
in the literature. The presentation is 〈a, t|t3at−2a−1t−1a−1〉 and the group Γ
it denes is free by yli as its homomorphism onto Z has kernel the free
group F3 of rank 3. This an be seen by setting b = tat
−1
and c = tbt−1 so
that we have an alternative presentation of the form
Γ = 〈a, b, c, t|tat−1 = b, tbt−1 = c, tct−1 = ab〉
whih happily is the subjet of the paper [23℄ by Stallings where it is shown
that the orresponding automorphism φ of F3 is not topologially realisable
as a homeomorphism of a ompat surfae with boundary. This was followed
up in the paper [13℄ where onditions were given to ensure that all positive
powers of an automorphism α of the free group Fn are irreduible, where α
is said to be reduible if there exist proper non-trivial free fators R1, . . . , Rk
of Fn suh that the onjugay lasses of R1, . . . , Rk are permuted transitively
by α (see [3℄). In partiular it was shown that all positive powers of φ are
irreduible, and furthermore that for k ≥ 1 no power φk an x a non-trivial
word, even up to onjugay.
As for largeness of groups G = Fn ⋊α Z for n ≥ 2, this is true by [7℄ if
G ontains Z × Z, whih is equivalent to there being a non-trivial element
w in Fn and k ≥ 1 suh that w is sent by α
k
to a onjugate of itself. It is
also equivalent to a group of this form not being word hyperboli. Thus our
group Γ above is word hyperboli. However we an have ases where G is
not word hyperboli but all powers of α are irreduible, suh as if α is an
automorphism of F2 = 〈x, y〉 then α
2
will always x the onjugay lass of
xyx−1y−1 but αk need not x a generator of F2 for any k. We an also have
G being word hyperboli but α reduible; indeed in [8℄ the rst example of
a large word hyperboli group of the form Fn ⋊α Z was given by putting
together two opies of Stallings' automorphism φ. However here we an give
the rst example of something rather stronger.
Theorem 3.2 The word hyperboli group Γ = F3 ⋊φ Z above is large even
though φk is irreduible for all k ≥ 1.
Proof. From the above we just need to establish the largeness of Γ and this is
done purely omputationally using the Magma program desribed in Setion
2. On looking for the abelianisations of the low index subgroups of Γ (these
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are stritly speaking low index subgroups up to onjugay, whih helps us as
we avoid dupliation of non normal subgroups), the only promising avenue
is the rst subgroup H of index 7, with abelianisation C2×C2×C2×Z. We
obtain a presentation for H by rewriting using the presentation for Γ and
then use the ommand LowIndexNormalSubgroups on H up to index 8. We
nd 191 of these subgroups, with number 121 having index exatly 8 and
abelianisation L/L′ = (C2)
2 × (C4)
3 × Z4. On again rewriting, this time for
L in H (thus obtaining 9 generators and 8 relators for an index 56 subgroup
of Γ), we then apply our routine to the resulting presentation of L. The
Alexander polynomial ∆L(t, u, v, w) oupies 10 sides of printout and would
surely not be alulable without the omputer but it also determines that
∆L(1, 1, v, 1) is equal to
48v27− 256v26+576v25− 768v24+800v23− 768v22+576v21− 256v20 +48v19
whih is of ourse 0 mod 2 so we have established that some nite index
subgroup of L, and hene a subgroup of Γ with index a multiple of 56,
surjets onto a non abelian free group.
✷
Note that although running through all the subgroups alulated in the
lists above until the right one is found ould have running time of an hour,
one we know where to look we an hek our answer in a minute or two.
We give a summary of arguments whih established largeness for the other
15 presentations in the Appendix. Consequently we have:
Theorem 3.3 If G is given by a 2 generator 1 relator presentation 〈x, y|r〉
in Magnus form and r is ylially redued with length at most 12 then G is
not large if and only if either the presentation appears in Table 1 (up to yli
permutation of r or r−1 and replaing either generator by its inverse) or the
presentation is of the form 〈a, t|tapt−1 = aq〉 where p and q are oprime.
This also gives the full piture for the virtual rst Betti number of these
groups:
Corollary 3.4 If G is as in Theorem 3.3 then G has innite virtual rst
Betti number unless the presentation appears in Table 1 (up to yli per-
mutation of r or r−1 and replaing either generator by its inverse) in whih
ase the virtual rst Betti number is 1, or the presentation is of the form
〈a, t|tapt−1 = aq〉 where p and q are oprime, in whih ase the virtual rst
Betti number is 2 for p, q = ±1 and 1 otherwise.
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Corollary 3.5 If G is as in Theorem 3.3 with r having length at most 12
and height at least 2 then G is large.
As noted at the start of this subsetion, this is not true one we move to
length 13.
3.4 First Betti number equal to two
It may have been notied in this setion that if the relator r is in the om-
mutator subgroup F ′2 (whih is equivalent to the group G = 〈x, y|r〉 having
β1(G) = 2) then no examples have yet been found where G is not large (ex-
ept for r = [x, y] = xyx−1y−1). Although it is possible for G not to be large
in this ase, suh as the example 〈x, y|[y−1, x][x, y][y−1, x]−1 = [x, y]2〉 in [2℄
Corollary 2, there is theoretial evidene that G is often large; the strongest
result in this area is [7℄ Theorem 3.6 stating that if r is atually a ommu-
tator and there is H ≤f G with d(H/H
′) ≥ 3 then G is large (and if the
ondition on H is removed then the only known ounterexample is Z× Z).
In this subsetion we desribe alulations whih show that ifG = 〈x, y|r〉
for r ∈ (F2)
′
with word length at most 16 then either G = Z×Z (whih is well
known only to happen if r = [x, y] when redued and ylially redued, up
to a yli permutation of r or of r−1, so r always has length 4) or G is large.
The example given above suggests this would not be true for word length 20;
in fat writing this word out reveals that it has length 18. Whilst it might
not be remarkable that no ounterexamples exist that have length shorter
than 18, we also show with alulations on a substantial number of ases
the somewhat more surprising result that this is the only ounterexample
amongst words of length 18.
Given r ∈ F ′2, it must have even length. From 3.3 we are ne for
length at most 12, and in fat for length 14 too: we hek that no re-
lator r left over in the lists for length 14 is in F ′2. This overs all ases
exept the 3 t-shapes where the program failed to omplete: these were
t2al1t−2al2tal3t−1al4 , t2al1t−1al2tal3t−1al4t−1al5 and t2al1t−1al2t−1al3 . On run-
ning the program again with the ondition that the exponent sum of a is
zero, we very quikly nd that all suh presentations of length 14 give large
groups.
Moreover we have by the ombined results of [12℄ and [7℄ that G is always
large (or Z × Z) if r ∈ F ′2 and has syllable length 4 or 6. Therefore when
we move on to length 16 we need only onsider words with 8 syllables or
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above. We have that r is automatially in Magnus form with respet to
both a and t, and remains so under any Nielsen transformation although the
word length an hange. We therefore assume that k1 > 0 and has largest
modulus amongst both the ki and the li (else we an swap a and t). We
then x the ki whilst ounting through the various li as in 3.3 but subjet
to l1 + . . . + ln = 0 and word length exatly 16. Note also that we do not
need to onsider k1 = 1, whih is where the syllable length is also 16 and
|ki| = |li| = 1 for eah i. This is beause if the appearanes of ki do not
alternate in sign then we an use the substitution as desribed in Setion 3.3
to either redue the length of w or get k1 ≥ 2. However if the signs of the kis
do alternate then we observe that the Alexander polynomial with respet to
t must be 0 modulo 2.
However here we begin to enounter the problem that, whilst all sub-
groups of index up to 12 an usually be found, it takes too long to rewrite for
presentations of ertain subgroups of quite low index and our run beomes
stuk. We deal with this when it ours by breaking and performing the
whole run of ases again up to a lower index (often index 6, 7 or 8). We
might then have a few presentations left over whih have not been proved
large, but as before we an draw up a list and use ad ho arguments to deal
with these ases. This list is given in Table 3, and in fat the only argu-
ments needed to onlude largeness for the leftover words are to take the
Alexander polynomial of a partiular nite index subgroup with promising
abelianisation (where in the table we give the index, number within that
index, and abelianisation of this subgroup) or to make a Nielsen move whih
onverts the word into one that has already been proved large (where we
give this move, along with the number of the new presentation if it is in this
table, otherwise the new presentation was proved large in the run without
a problem). There are also a tiny number of presentations whih omplete
the rewriting proess on all subgroups up to index 12 without being proved
large, but the same arguments will work on these too.
We then move up to length 18 and proeed in the same way. One again
we list in Table 3 the presentations where we failed to rewrite for a subgroup
along with arguments that establish largeness; one again these work in the
same way as for length 16. However the main onsumption of time is taken
up by typing up eah entry from the long list of possible t-shapes and waiting
for the program to nish (or oasionally get stuk). We invoked one short
ut here: suppose the t-shape is suh that the only possibilities for the indies
li of a are all |li| = 1. If these indies all alternate in sign then we hek this
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one partiular ase using the d ≥ 3 test as in Setion 3.2. Otherwise we
swap t and a and then apply a transformation as before to ensure that the
exponents of the new letter t are not all ±1 (or the word may beome shorter
under this proess, in whih ase we are done). This is ne unless we now
nd that all the exponents of the new letter a have modulus 1, whih would
put us bak where we started, but this an only happen by shortening the
word. Note also that we annot have |ki| = |li| = 1 for all i as this implies
that the word length is divisible by 4.
We nd that all ases are proved large apart from when the t-shape is
(2,−1,−1, 2,−1, 1,−1,−1) and the exponents of a have modulus 1 and alter-
nate in sign, whih is our one exeption given earlier. Amusingly we also get
a near miss immediately before with t-shape (2,−1,−1, 2, 1,−1,−1,−1)
where all subgroups up to index 9 have abelianisation Z2, but with lots of
index 10 subgroups having rst Betti number equal to 4 so this group is large
after all.
Thus we have a result that is denitive for words in the ommutator
subgroup with length at most 18.
Theorem 3.6 Suppose G is given by a 2 generator 1 relator presentation
〈x, y|r〉 with r ylially redued and in the ommutator subgroup of F2, with
the word length of r at most 18. Then either r has word length 4 and G is
isomorphi to Z × Z or r has word length greater than 4 but less than 18,
in whih ase G is large, or r has word length 18 and G is large exept for
r = [y−1, x][x, y][y−1, x]−1[x, y]−2, up to yli permutation of r or r−1 and
replaing either generator by its inverse, whereupon G ontains a non abelian
free group but all nite images of G are abelian and all nite index subgroups
of G have abelianisation Z× Z.
4 Closed hyperboli 3-manifolds
The other examples on whih we tried out our program were the fundamental
groups of losed orientable hyperboli 3-manifolds (from hereon we refer to
these as 3-manifold groups) and again we met with some suess. It is an open
question as to whether every 3-manifold group is large. The fous of our work
was the losed ensus of hyperboli 3-manifolds [15℄ that aompanies the
program Snappea. This is available as a database in Magma of 11,126 entries,
eah of whih ontains a presentation of the orresponding 3-manifold group,
along with the manifold's name and volume (whih provides an ordering for
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the database). A 3-manifold group always has a presentation of deieny 0
(and never has a presentation of stritly positive deieny). In the ensus we
nd that most presentations are 2 generator 2 relator with a fair number of
3 generator 3 relator presentations, mainly onentrated amongst the higher
volume manifolds.
Consequently we have no guarantee that the group has a nite index
subgroup with positive rst Betti number. As our program merely ignores
nite index subgroups whih have no homomorphisms onto Z, there would
be no point in entering a group if no suh subgroup was already known or
easily found. Fortunately this has already been overed in the paper [11℄
by N.Duneld and W.Thurston in whih it was proved that all 3-manifold
groups in this ensus have positive virtual rst Betti number. However this
was a major omputational undertaking involving about a year of CPU time.
The nal group to be ompleted was found to have this property by running
Magma to obtain its subgroups of index 14 and then examining the abelian-
isations. This took two days, whih was about the time we had available
to look at the whole ensus. Moreover the highest index of a subgroup that
provided positive virtual rst Betti number of a group was 515,100 whih (al-
though this may not be the minimal index for this group) is far too high to
expet the omputer to provide a presentation to hek for largeness. (There
is room for onsiderable improvement however. When Magma alulates the
abelianisation of a nite index subgroup obtained from a given nitely pre-
sented group, it does not work out a full presentation for the subgroup but
abelianises the relations as it goes along. When one works out the Alexander
matrix of a nitely presented group G, one is really alulating a presen-
tation matrix for N/N ′ when onsidered as a Z[t±11 , . . . , t
±1
b ]-module, where
β1(G) = b and G/N = Z
b
, so it should be possible to alulate this diretly
too. Moreover the paper [11℄ exploited the fat that one only wants to know
if the abelianisation of a subgroup is innite, rather than needing expliitly
to nd the rank and torsion, and some representation theory of nite groups
was utilised at this point.)
Therefore the approah we adopted was to look for largeness amongst
groups whih have a very low index subgroup with innite abelianisation.
Trying this out with index at most 5, we nd in less than two minutes (with
the ode given at the end) that there are 2856 groups with this property,
whih at just over a quarter is a deent proportion. The hoie of 5 was made
by wanting a bound that ensured we were overing a large enough sample
of the ensus in our program, but also beause we ran our largeness routine
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up to index 10 on all of these groups. The reason for going up to double
the initial hoie of index is that, beause a group with a homomorphism
onto Z has subgroups of all nite indies with the same property, we know
we will have more than one subgroup of the original group with positive
Betti number that an be heked for largeness. (In fat we started with the
4948 groups with suh a subgroup of at most index 6 and then tried nding
subgroups up to index 12: this was working well on the earlier groups but
beame too slow when dealing with the 3 generator 3 relator presentations.
Note also that the proportion of groups having a low index subgroup with
positive rst Betti number is higher here than in [11℄ beause there other
methods were rst used to nd suh subgroups, rather than enumeration of
all low index subgroups.)
We then ran the routine desribed in Setion 2 on this list of 2856 3-
manifold groups, heking subgroups up to index 10. The results were en-
ouraging. We ran the program in bathes of a few hundred at a time and
only 130 failed to be proved large by this method. Some 3-manifold groups
were dealt with very quikly although several towards the end ould take
quite a time; the longest wait was over an hour in nding the subgroups
of index 10 for number 10017. (There were three ases where we gave up
on nding the index 10 subgroups after waiting for over an hour: numbers
10540, 10671 and 10922.)
For a few of the very early 3-manifold groups with more tratable pre-
sentations, we inreased the index for nding subgroups up to 12 or 14. This
produed 4 other large groups in our sample, although it worked for on-
siderably more groups where the earliest subgroup with positive rst Betti
number appears at index 6. We then used the data in Snap [22℄ to see if any
3-manifold groups in the leftover list were arithmeti. This is beause any
arithmeti 3-manifold group in the ensus is large, by ombining [18℄ Theo-
rem 6.1 (an arithmeti 3-manifold group with a nite index subgroup having
rst Betti number at least 4 is large), [9℄ or [24℄ (an arithmeti 3-manifold
group with positive virtual rst Betti number has innite virtual rst Betti
number), and the Duneld-Thurston paper (every ensus 3-manifold has pos-
itive virtual rst Betti number). This provided 8 more examples, marked by
Ar in Table 4, although they all ame from early on in the ensus. Com-
bining the data, we were left with 118 3-manifold groups left over that were
not proved large.
Amongst these 118 were 2 groups whih themselves have positive rst
Betti number, out of 132 in the database. We pushed up the index to 11 or
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12 here and seleted partiular subgroups to try. This established largeness
for the remaining pair (number 3552 whih has volume 4.7874 and is alled
v1721(1,4), and number 3763 whih has volume 4.8511 and is s828(-4,3)).
Moreover we notie that all of the 305 further 3-manifolds in the ensus
having a double over with positive rst Betti number have been proved
large, giving
Theorem 4.1 If G is the fundamental group of a losed hyperboli 3-manifold
in the ensus and β1(G) ≥ 1 or G has a double over with positive rst Betti
number then G is large.
The results are listed in Table 4. As we did not want to list all 2740
of the ensus 3-manifolds whih have been proved large, the tables give the
130 ases where the 3-manifold group had a subgroup of index at most 5
with positive Betti number but where largeness was not established by this
method up to index 10, with the 14 groups proved large by alternative means
marked in the table with a tik. Therefore in order to utilise the information
for the nth manifold in the database, one needs to rst run a Magma pro-
gram along the lines of:
> M:=ManifoldDatabase();
> G:=Manifold(M,n)`Group;
> for j:=1 to 5 do
> j; L:=LowIndexSubgroups(G,<j,j>);
> for k:=1 to #L do
> A:=AQInvariants(L[k℄);
> if #A gt 0 and A[#A℄ eq 0 then "yes!"; break j; end if;
> end for;
> end for;
If the answer yes is obtained then the 3-manifold group is large if it does
not feature in Table 4, or if a tik is present.
There was an initial onern with our method. A nite index subgroup
of a 3-manifold group always has a presentation of deieny zero beause
it is itself a 3-manifold group, being the fundamental group of a nite over
of a 3-manifold. However the omputer does not know this and often on
rewriting we obtained presentations of stritly negative deieny (−4 was
the lowest value observed, with −1 appearing quite often and −2 or −3
ropping up oasionally). The approah we rst adopted during the runs
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to ignore these subgroups, even though they might prove largeness, beause
we feared the running time might be substantially lengthened owing to the
larger number of minors that need to be alulated. This still managed to
prove all but about 200 groups were large, but was overautious in that when
the program was extended to inlude presentations of arbitrary deieny,
it then if anything ran more quikly beause lower index subgroups ould
establish largeness earlier on.
Based on the above evidene we feel that the vast majority of the ensus
3-manifold groups are likely to be large, beause we have only srathed the
surfae of what might be done using this approah, given suient time and
omputing resoures. However as to whether this provides evidene for 3-
manifold groups being large in general, we would need to have an idea of
whether the ensus 3-manifolds provide a typial sample.
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Appendix: Tables
Largeness in Table 2
Here we briey desribe the arguments that allow us to onlude that all
presentations in Table 2 give rise to large groups.
#1: See Theorem 3.2.
#2: Take the fourth subgroup of index 13 with abelianisation (C3)
4 × Z.
Then the third index 3 subgroup of this with abelianisation (C3)
4 ×C9 ×Z
3
has multivariable Alexander polynomial ∆(x, y, 1) = 0 mod 27.
#3: Take the third subgroup of index 15 with abelianisation (C2)
3×C22×Z.
Then nd the normal subgroups up to index 4; number 65 in this list is of
index 4 and has abelianisation (C2)
3×C4×C44×Z
3
. Moreover ∆(x, 1, 1) = 0
mod 2.
#4: Index 15 number 5 with abelianisation (C2)
3×C14×Z has as its rst in-
dex 2 subgroup a group with abelianisation C2×C4×C28×Z
2
and ∆(t, t) = 0
mod 2.
#5: Index 11 number 2 with abelianisation C6 × Z
2
has as the seventh and
last index 2 subgroup a group with abelianisation C3×Z
3
and ∆(t, t, t−1) = 0
mod 2.
#6: The index 8 number 2 subgroup H with abelianisation (C3)
2×C39×Z
has as its rst index 3 subgroup L a group with abelianisation C3 × C18 ×
C234 × Z and ∆(t) = 0 mod 2. Note that β1(L) = 1.
#7: The index 6 number 2 subgroup with abelianisation C2 × C6 × Z has
the index 4 number 15 subgroup with abelianisation C2×C4×C156×Z
2
and
∆(1, y) = 0 mod 2.
#8: The index 7 number 2 subgroup with abelianisation Z2 has as its rst
index 4 subgroup a group with abelianisation C340×Z
2
and ∆(1, y) = 0 mod
17.
#9: The index 12 number 1 subgroup with abelianisation C5×Z
2
has as its
rst index 3 subgroup a group with abelianisation C10 × Z
2
and ∆(1, y) = 0
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mod 2.
#10: After failing to make progress, it was notied that this group was iso-
morphi to #12.
#11: This group is isomorphi to #9.
#12: This was the hardest group to prove large in the whole paper. The
index 16 (nding these takes several minutes but no longer, whih is per-
haps surprising for suh a high index) number 7 subgroup with abelianisa-
tion C6 × Z
2
has as its rst index 2 subgroup a group with abelianisation
C3 × C6 × Z
3
and ∆(t−1, t2, 1) = 0 mod 2.
#13: The index 15 number 2 subgroup with abelianisation (C2)
2 × (C4)
2 ×
C36×Z has as its rst index 2 subgroup a group with abelianisation (C2)
2×
C4 × C8 × C72 × Z
2
and ∆(x, 1) = 0; this is atually equal to 0 as opposed
to 0 modulo something.
#14: This group is isomorphi to #13.
#15: The index 12 number 2 subgroup with abelianisation C5×Z
2
has as its
fourth index 3 subgroup a group with abelianisation C10×Z
2
and ∆(1, y) = 0
mod 2.
#16: The rst index 7 subgroup with abelianisation (C2)
3 × Z has as its
seond index 4 subgroup a group with abelianisation (C2)
2 × C4 × Z
3
and
∆(t2, 1, t−1) = 0 mod 4.
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Table 1: 2 generator 1 relator height 1 presentations
Length Number Presentation Desription Large
4.9 1 ta2TataTa BS(2,−3) x
2 ta2TatATA BBG x
3 ta2TAtaTA BS(2, 3) x
4.11 4 ta2Ta2ta2Ta BS(3,−4) x
5 ta2Ta2taTa2 ∼= #4 x
6 ta2Ta2tATA2 D(2, 1, 2) ∼= BBG x
7 ta2Ta2tA2TA ∼= #6 x
8 ta2TatA2TA2 ∼= #6 x
9 ta2TAta2TA2 BS(3, 4) x
10 ta2TA2taTA2 ∼= #9 x
11 ta3Tata2Ta BS(2,−5) x
12 ta3TatA2TA D(1, 2, 3) x
13 ta3TAta2TA BS(2, 5) x
4.13 14 ta3Ta2ta3TA X
15 ta3Ta2ta2Ta2 BS(4,−5) x
16 ta3Ta2tA2TA2 D(2, 2, 3) x
17 ta3Ta2tA3TA D(3, 2, 1) x
18 ta3Tata3TA2 X
19 ta3TatA3TA2 ∼= #17 x
20 ta3TA2ta2TA2 BS(4, 5) x
21 ta4Tata3Ta BS(2,−7) x
22 ta4TatA3TA D(1, 3, 4) x
23 ta4TAta3TA BS(2, 7) x
6.13 24 ta2TataTataTa BS(3,−4) x
25 ta2TatATatATA ? ?
26 ta2TatATAtATA ? ?
27 ta2TAtaTAtaTA BS(3, 4) x
6.14 28 ta2Tata2TataTa BS(3,−5) x
29 ta2TAta2TAtaTA BS(3, 5) x
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Table 2: 2 generator 1 relator non height 1 presentations
Length Number Presentation Large
9 1 t3aT 2ATA X
11 2 t4AT 3ATA X
3 t4AT 3aTA X
4 t4aT 3aTA X
5 t3aT 2A2TA2 X
6 t3A2T 2aTA2 X
7 t3AT 2a2TA2 X
8 t3a3T 2ATA X
9 t3ATATA2TA X
10 t3aTaTA2TA X(∼= #12)
11 t3ATA2TATA X(∼= #9)
12 t3aTa2TATA X
13 t2aT 2ataTA2 X
14 t2AT 2a2tATA X(∼= #13)
15 t2AtATATATA X
16 t2ataTATATA X
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Table 3: 2 generator 1 relator presentations with rst Betti number two
Length Number Presentation Large
16 1 t4AtaT 3ATa2TA X(∼= 16#5 via a 7→ at3)
2 t4ATaT 3Ata2TA X(∼= 16#1 via a 7→ at4)
3 t3atAT 3AtaTaTA X(∼= 16#1 via a 7→ at)
4 t3AtaT 3ATataTA X(∼= 16#1 via a 7→ aT )
5 t3ATaT 3AtataTA X(Index 9 subgroup 10 [0,0,0,0℄)
6 t3aTAT 3AtaTatA X(∼= 16#5 via a 7→ aT 2)
7 t3atAT 2AtaT 2aTA X(∼= 16#3 via a 7→ at)
8 t2a2T 2ATa2tAtATA X(Index 9 subgroup 15 [0,0,0℄)
18 1 t4aTaTa3TA2TA3 X(Index 13 subgroup 14 [0,0,0℄)
2 t4aT 2AtaTA2Ta2TA X(Index 9 subgroup 17 [3,0,0,0℄)
3 t4ATataTaTATaTA2 X(∼= 18#5 via a 7→ at)
4 t4ATatATATa2TaTA X(a 7→ at)
5 t3ATat2a2TATaTATA X(Index 10 subgroup 24 [3,18,0,0,0℄)
6 t3ATat2ATaTa2TATA X(Index 12 subgroup 18 [0,0,0℄)
7 t3ATa2T 3atA2tATa X(a 7→ at)
8 t3ATAT 3aTa2tatA2 X(Index 13 subgroup 11 [0,0,0℄)
9 t3atA2ta2T 2aT 2ATA X(Index 7 subgroup 13 [0,0,0,0℄)
10 t3atAT 2a2TA2taT 2A X(Index 9 subgroup 36 [2,0,0,0℄)
11 t3atAT 2aTA2ta2T 2A X(Index 10 subgroup 31 [3,0,0,0℄)
12 t3atA2T 2a2taT 2ATA X(a 7→ aT )
13 t2aTata2TA2taTA2TA X(∼= 18#17 via a, t 7→ t, a)
14 t2aTA2ta2TataTA2TA X(∼= 18#20 via a, t 7→ t, a)
15 t2a2TAta2TatA2TATA X(a, t 7→ t, a)
16 t2a2t2atATATaT 2ATA X(a, t 7→ t, a)
17 t2aTAt2Ata2TATaT 2A X(Index 9 subgroup 19 [2,2,0,0,0℄)
18 t2aTAt2AT 2ATata2TA X(∼= 18#6 via a 7→ aT )
19 t2AT 2aTat2AtaTaTA2 X(∼= 18#16 via a 7→ at2)
20 t2aTA2tat2aTATaT 2A X(∼= 18#17 via a 7→ aT 2)
21 t2aTATat2ATatATaTA x
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Table 4: Closed ensus hyperboli 3-manifolds
# Volume Name Large # Volume Name Large
8 1.4140 m003(-3,4) X(Ar) 15 1.5831 m007(4,1) X(Ar)
31 1.8854 m006(-1,3) X(12) 117 2.4903 m023(-6,1) X(14)
210 2.8281 m206(1,2) X(Ar) 244 2.9545 m249(3,1)
295 3.0805 m117(-4,3) X(14) 407 3.2424 m322(2,1)
493 3.3910 m223(-4,1) 526 3.4147 m181(-5,1)
572 3.4644 m293(-3,1) 674 3.5817 s663(-3,1) X(Ar)
686 3.5899 m293(1,3) 722 3.6281 m249(5,1)
731 3.6360 m238(4,3) 932 3.7842 m285(-5,2)
985 3.8418 m322(1,3) 1255 4.0188 s663(1,2) X(Ar)
1310 4.0557 s348(-5,1) X(12) 1324 4.0597 s912(0,1) X(Ar)
1367 4.0761 s869(-3,1) 1407 4.0982 s667(-1,2)
1597 4.1925 s663(-4,1) 1728 4.2438 s481(-1,4)
2027 4.3769 m392(-3,4) 2070 4.3976 s495(2,3)
2376 4.4954 s705(-4,1) 2425 4.5091 v2623(3,1)
2698 4.5853 s645(1,4) 2751 4.6044 s663(-5,2)
2793 4.6166 s958(3,1) 2834 4.6265 s646(3,4) X(Ar)
2839 4.6278 s723(4,1) 2974 4.6626 s673(5,2)
3095 4.6920 s686(5,1) 3210 4.7232 s932(-3,1)
3552 4.7874 v1721(1,4) X(12#3) 3578 4.7969 v2380(2,3)
3702 4.8309 v1534(5,2) 3763 4.8511 s828(-4,3) X(11#1)
3801 4.8550 s932(3,1) 4035 4.9068 s855(-3,2) X(Ar)
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# Volume Name Large # Volume Name Large
4294 4.9664 s872(-1,4) 4309 4.9708 s932(-1,3)
4332 4.9751 s932(-3,2) 4382 4.9875 s869(1,3)
4471 5.0010 s860(6,1) 4599 5.0348 s908(-2,3)
4627 5.0420 v2403(-3,1) 4705 5.0578 v2689(4,1)
4745 5.0662 v2217(1,3) 4766 5.0730 s932(3,2)
4808 5.0793 v2600(1,3) 4847 5.0864 v2478(-4,1)
4899 5.0976 v2568(-1,3) 4924 5.1030 s903(-4,1)
4948 5.1080 s907(-4,3) 4989 5.1158 v2507(-4,1)
5212 5.1517 v2986(4,1) 5262 5.1626 v2920(-4,1)
5292 5.1692 v2315(3,4) 5358 5.1793 v2380(-3,2)
5462 5.1979 v2910(-3,2) 5556 5.2110 v2438(-5,1)
5574 5.2164 v2344(6,1) 5588 5.2181 v2493(5,1)
5617 5.2200 v2876(3,2) 5619 5.2204 v2735(-3,2)
5825 5.2515 v2439(1,4) 5965 5.2706 v3247(-1,3)
5966 5.2706 v2923(-2,3) 5984 5.2727 v2507(-1,4)
6217 5.3072 v2473(-1,3) 6423 5.3352 v2623(6,1)
6525 5.3544 v2813(1,3) 6572 5.3593 v2919(3,2)
6581 5.3615 v3191(1,3) 6633 5.3700 v2600(-4,3)
6751 5.3866 v3147(3,2) 6763 5.3882 v3132(2,3)
6848 5.4000 v2897(-1,3) 6900 5.4071 v2817(-2,3)
6972 5.4194 v2660(1,4) 7020 5.4245 v2661(3,4)
7061 5.4301 v2919(-5,1) 7369 5.4734 v3246(1,3)
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# Volume Name Large # Volume Name Large
7370 5.4734 v3244(1,3) 7407 5.4790 v2734(3,4)
7564 5.5022 v2897(4,3) 7644 5.5142 v3132(4,1)
7713 5.5261 v2828(-2,3) 7731 5.5287 v2813(-4,3)
7798 5.5406 v3075(6,1) 7907 5.5617 v2817(2,3)
8182 5.6070 v3262(-3,2) 8217 5.6137 v3015(4,3)
8275 5.6205 v3110(3,2) 8391 5.6370 v3245(-5,1)
8504 5.6552 v3358(-1,3) 8655 5.6765 v3257(-5,1)
8874 5.7096 v3347(-4,1) 8971 5.7261 v3268(-4,1)
9050 5.7392 v3195(-6,1) 9124 5.7510 v3237(-4,3)
9333 5.7853 v3105(-5,2) 9369 5.7914 v3398(5,1)
9380 5.7937 v3229(4,1) 9397 5.7962 v3137(-1,4)
9438 5.8038 v3189(4,3) 9456 5.8058 v3193(-1,4)
9578 5.8245 v3397(-2,3) 9675 5.8432 v3252(1,3)
9731 5.8530 v3245(-6,1) 9861 5.8746 v3417(-3,1)
9935 5.8868 v3289(-5,2) 9989 5.8990 v3534(3,2)
10017 5.9062 v3486(3,2) 10030 5.9093 v3347(-2,3)
10035 5.9104 v3451(3,1) 10049 5.9154 v3280(-5,2)
10062 5.9175 v3445(5,1) 10120 5.9322 v3499(-3,2)
10195 5.9498 v3340(-5,2) 10356 5.9961 v3540(-3,1)
10540 6.0561 v3541(-3,2) 10544 6.0577 v3418(-1,3)
10671 6.1011 v3462(-2,3) 10922 6.2144 v3502(2,3)
10951 6.2275 v3500(1,4) 11014 6.2712 v3500(5,2)
